Tentative Speech Topics

**Detroit Economics Club (2/13)**
- The Importance of Investment in Human Resources

**Congressional Breakfast (3/1)**
- The Importance of Investment in Human Resources

**IPPS Conference (3/29)**
- Michigan in a Post-Industrial World
  - Paul Courant will prepare background

**Penn State (4/6)**
- Continuity, Change, Complexity, and Chaos

**Phi Beta Kappa (4/8)**
- The Age of Knowledge

**UM Commencement (5/1)**
- Continuity, Change, Complexity, and Chaos

**President’s Club (5/19)**
- Themes and responses...
  - Pluralism: Michigan Mandate
  - Globalization: Institute for International Studies
  - Age of Knowledge: Collaboration Technology

**Caltech Commencement (6/16)**
- Continuity, Change, Complexity, and Chaos

**National Networking Conference (Washington) (4/89)**
- DEVH will prepare background

**EDUCOM (10/89)**
- DEVH will prepare background

**Other Possible Topics (in search of a forum...)**
- Academic Freedom and the Nature of a Learning Environment
- Public Service and the Public University
- The University of Michigan as a "World" University
- The Challenge of Lifelong Learning
- Knowledge-based Organizations
- A Brief History of Student Activism in the Post-War Era